No. No. AN/V/1212/NPS/Circular

To

All Section of Main Office
All AAOs/LAOs/AOs(GE)/Sub offices
Sub: National Pension System (NPS)

This is regarding uploading and discrepancies of NPS contribution, if any, in respect of personnel recruited after 01.01.2004. You are aware that 10% of Basic Pay and DA are deducted and equal contribution is given by Govt in National Pension System. These contributions are uploaded against PRAN number of official on NSDL website by last working day of the same month.

However, in a few past cases these contributions may not have been uploaded due to various reasons i.e. non-furnishing of PRAN Number of the individual by concerned unit, non-allotment of PRAN Number to the individual, freezing of PRAN, etc. These contributions are pending in Suspense Head which are to be cleared immediately. It is pertinent to mention here that in case of non-uploading of contributions, there is a loss of interest to the individuals and may result in grievance in the future. Hence, these cases are required to be taken up on priority.

In view of above, it is requested to dig out all such cases of contributions pending for uploading against any PRAN holders of your office. If any pending case is found in your office, please forward the case immediately along with all details i.e. month and year of contribution, amount etc.

In this connection, it is also requested to forward a Nil Report after completion of whole exercise of getting information related to reflection of contributions in their PRAN statement from every official held on strength of your office. Report in this regard may please be furnished latest by 15th June 2018 so that all unsettled cases, if any, could be settled once for all.

TOP PRIORITY may please be accorded.

(Anmol Amar Singh)
IDAS, ACDA

Copy to:
IT & S Section
Local

: For information & necessary action please.

Sr. Accounts officer (AN-Pay)